Introduction {#Sec1}
============

It has become common practice to infer the populations of protein conformations in the gas phase from the charge state distribution (CSD) it presents following electrospray ionization (ESI) \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. It is apparent that the CSD can be affected by many factors, including but not limited to solution phase structure (charge), ionic strength of solvent, solvent accessible sites (protonation in positive ion mode and deprotonation in negative ion mode), and solution-phase and gas-phase basicity \[[@CR3]--[@CR9]\]. It is also well known that ESI conditions can alter the CSD and by inference the conformational distribution, although there is a clear preference for a particular charge state distribution, especially for structured proteins electrosprayed from salty solutions \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. Many studies have shown that the more charges a protein possess post-ESI, the more unfolded it is; and for some proteins and some solution conditions this can be attributed to the protein existing in a range of conformational states in solution where a differing number of basic or acidic groups are available for protonation or deprotonation respectively \[[@CR6], [@CR12], [@CR13]\]. It is also plausible that the electrospray process causes proton transfer as the protein desolvates. Higher charge states are susceptible to repulsive Coulombic effects caused by proximal charges, which in turn will affect the structure of the gas-phase ion \[[@CR9], [@CR14]\].

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a separation technique that is increasingly used in combination with mass spectrometry (IM-MS) to measure gas-phase conformation of desolvated molecules \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\]. The mobility of an ion is a measure of the velocity of a given ion in a device filled with a neutral buffer gas under the influence of a weak electric field, where the number of collisions with the gas along with the charge and shape of the ion means the ion elutes as an arrival time distribution, which can be used to determine the rotationally averaged collision cross-section (CCS) of the mass selected ion. A CCS serves as an indicator of a molecule's three dimensional shape in the gas phase \[[@CR18]--[@CR21]\]. IM-MS has been used by many researchers to prove that protein ions with high charge states have relatively high CCS values but less discussed is the low CCS indicative of compaction for low charge states of a protein \[[@CR22]--[@CR24]\].

Proteins in solution maintain structural integrity with noncovalent intramolecular interactions (van der Waals, hydrophobic, hydrogen bonds, salt bridges) and covalent disulfide bridges, all of which add rigidity to a molecule, limiting the conformations it can adopt. These interactions can be preserved in the gas phase \[[@CR25]--[@CR29]\] but still it is a challenging task to infer from IM-MS data alone the extent of the preservation of solution structure in the gas phase. Collapse of protein molecules to compact states in the gas phase has been reported \[[@CR22]\] and supported by calculation \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\], and is a marked occurrence for intrinsically disordered proteins in solution \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. Indeed, some compaction in the structure is not unexpected as a protein undergoes desolvation from a salty solution to the solvent-free environment of a mass spectrometer; since water and counter ions are removed, free charged residues on the surface of the proteins seek to fold back and self-solvate by forming stabilizing interactions \[[@CR25], [@CR34]\]. Significant compaction has been reported upon transfer of proteins and protein complexes from solution to the gas phase \[[@CR22], [@CR24], [@CR35]--[@CR37]\], upon collisional activation \[[@CR38]\], and this can be correlated to charge state \[[@CR39]\]. For high charge states, as stated above, the proximity of like charges induce opposing electrostatic forces to extend the structure of the protein, and by inference narrow the available conformational space for that given charge state, this is borne out by a narrowing of the CCS distributions \[[@CR15]\].

Recently, we have detailed how the conformational distribution of proteins in the gas phase can be altered by reducing the net charge using an approach termed ETnoD, first coined by McLuckey and co-workers \[[@CR40]--[@CR44]\]. Using electron transfer reagents in an ion mobility mass spectrometer, we have noted that under gentle activation conditions we can reduce the charge of a protein without the appearance of fragments, as in ETD \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\]. When electron transfer is coupled to ion mobility it is possible to monitor conformational transitions before and after electrons have been transferred to the protein. We have found that after up to two reductions in charge there is a preference for a given conformational spread, for both low and high charge states. This implies a strong correlation between charge and protein structure in the gas phase, in particular around charge states associated with partially unfolded regions of the protein. An exception to this is for very low charge states, where reduction, for example of the globular protein cytochrome *c*, causes a decrease in the CCS compared with that seen for an nESI ion of that charge state we term this compaction \[[@CR47]\]. We have hypothesized two possible scenarios: (1) the electron pairs with a basic site (from a neutralizing contact) and removes any local Coulombic repulsion from other nearby basic groups, allowing the protein to form a more compact structure; or (2) upon electron transfer, neutralization occurs to a hydrogen bond between oppositely charged groups (salt bridge), which in turn is not as stiffly associated, again causing the protein to adopt a more compacted shape.

In this work, we extend our exploration into the role that charge plays on protein structure in the gas phase with an emphasis on this restructuring causing compaction upon reduction. As before, we reduce the charge on nESI generated protein ions and examine the CCSDs of precursor and product ions. We compare the structural change when the charge is reduced for a rigid (BPTI) \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\] and for an intrinsically disordered protein (beta casein) \[[@CR50]--[@CR52]\].

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), unlike structured proteins, typically exhibit a broad conformational spread in solution. When sprayed from aqueous salty solutions, IDPs have wide multimodal charge state distributions \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\]. Electrospray mass spectrometry coupled to ion mobility is gaining popularity as a method to study these proteins \[[@CR24], [@CR55], [@CR56]\]. Thus the questions we sought to answer in this study are as followed. Given the flexible nature of disordered proteins, how stable is their structure to charge transfer processes in the gas phase? If there are variable number of basic sites available for protonation for a given structure of a given charge state, can we use ESI IM-MS to study structural change in these systems? If we reduce the charge on these structures do they show compaction to an unreduced structure of same charge state (nESI generated), is there a preference for a given conformational distribution for a given number of charge, even after multiple reductions, as we have seen before? What are the structural changes (if any) associated with a reduction in charge of a conformationally dynamic system compared with a protein known for maintaining its structural integrity in the gas phase even under harsh conditions?

Experimental {#Sec2}
============

Samples {#Sec3}
-------

Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) and beta casein were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Irvine, UK; 1,3-dicyanobenzene was obtained from the Waters Corporation, Wilmslow, UK (Analytical Standards and Reagents); ammonium acetate was purchased from Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK; 1-2 mg/mL stock solutions of BPTI and beta casein were prepared in 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7. Prior to being used for mass spectrometry analysis, BPTI was diluted to 10 μM, whereas beta casein was desalted with biospin-6 columns (BioRad, Hecules, California, USA) then diluted before use.

Gas Phase Charge Reduction Coupled to Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Experiments were conducted on a Synapt G2 Si travelling wave ion mobility mass spectrometer (Waters Corporation, Wimslow, UK). It comprises a glow discharge source for generating radical anions \[[@CR57]\] and a Z-spray nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI) source for generating analyte ions. Central to the instrument is the triwave region made up of three gas-filled stacked ring ion guides (SRIG) in tandem: trap, mobility cell, and transfer \[[@CR58]--[@CR60]\]. A sequential switching of polarity in the source region between negative ion (glow discharge) and positive ion (nESI) modes generate radical anions and protein cations, respectively. The protein ion of interest is selected according to mass-to-charge ratio with a quadrupole located before the trap SRIG in the instrument. Both protein cation and radical anions are transmitted to the trap SRIG post-generation in their respective sources for reaction. In each SRIG, ions are radially confined with an RF voltage and travel throughout the length of the device by application of DC voltage pulses in a stepwise manner to adjacent ring electrodes. The DC wave amplitude is optimized for charge reduction reactions in the trap SRIG where lowering of this amplitude permits radical anions to enter the trap and subsequent reduction of the protein cation. Charge-reduced product ions along with their precursor are then introduced into the adjacent gas-filled mobility cell where they undergo separation according to charge, mass, and ^TW^CCS~N2→He~. They are then transmitted to the time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer for measurement of their arrival times at the detector. Ion mobility data is obtained with constant travelling wave amplitude and velocity. Calibration standards are run under the same experimental conditions and collision cross-sections calculated according to a published protocol \[[@CR20]\].

Collision-Induced Unfolding (CIU) Coupled to Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the gas-phase stability of the structured BPTI, ions were *m*/*z*-selected in the quadrupole prior to injection into the trap SRIG, where the ion is collisionally activated by accelerating into neutral argon held at an approximate pressure of 2.5 × 10^--2^ mbar. Collisional activation of ions is done by controlling the kinetic energy of the ions entering the trap, which in turn is done by controlling the DC offset between the source ion guide and the trap SRIG. Arrival time distributions (ATDs) for the \[M + 5H\]^5+^ and \[M + 6H\]^6+^ ions of BPTI were generated as a function of collision energy with a collision voltage range of 2--55 V.

Results and Discussion {#Sec6}
======================

Charge Reduction of the Conformationally Restricted BPTI {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------

The nESI mass spectrum of BPTI sprayed from 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7, displays a narrow CSD with three species detected, \[M + 4H\]^4+^, \[M + 5H\]^5+^, and \[M + 6H\]^6+^ (Supplementary Figure [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This is expected as BPTI is a 6.5 kDa monomeric protein, the compact three-dimensional structure of which is held in place with three intramolecular disulfide bridges (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\]. A previous report indicates that BPTI retains a compact structure in the gas phase even when it has undergone in-source collisional activation \[[@CR25]\]. The same study reports gas-phase collision cross-sections of ESI generated ions measured in helium buffer gas, ^TW^CCS~He~, for each charge state as 770 Å^2^ (4+), 790 Å^2^ (5+), 860 Å^2^ (6+), and 960 Å^2^ (7+), and the crystal structure, 5PTI \[[@CR61]\] gave a theoretical CCS~He~, via the projection approximation method \[[@CR62], [@CR63]\] of 767 Å^2^. Our measurements done on a travelling wave instrument in nitrogen buffer gas and converted to helium cross-sections, ^TW^CCS~N2→He~, using the latter measurements, are centered at 793 Å^2^ (4+), 800 Å^2^ (5+), and 900 Å^2^ (6+), each charge state showing a single sharp peak in the collision cross-section distribution (^TW^CCSD~N2→He~). The narrow ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ indicate that each charge state of BPTI is present as a compact conformer in the gas phase. The trap SRIG on a Synapt travelling wave ion mobility instrument can be used as a reaction chamber where charge reduction of an isolated nESI generated protein species can occur by exposure to radical anions. Thus, to investigate the conformational change when each charge state of BPTI is *m*/*z*-selected and subjected to charge reduction in the trap SRIG of the instrument by exposure to radical anions of 1,3-dicyanobenzene, we compare the CCSD of precursors and products before and after reduction (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We see no evidence of charge reduction for the lowest charge state precursor, \[M + 4H\]^4+^, upon exposure to radical anions of 1,3-dicyanobenzene (Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ is a single peak indicative of a compact conformer centered at 796 Å^2^. The \[M + 5H\]^5+^ precursor (817 Å^2^) undergoes a single reduction to form the \[M + 5H\]^4+·^ with a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 800 Å^2^ (Figure [2c, d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the \[M + 6H\]^6+^ precursor (915 ± 7 Å^2^) undergoes two reductions to the \[M + 6H\]^5+·^ and \[M + 6H\]^4+··^ products (Figure [2e, f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) with ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 808 ± 12 Å^2^ and 800 Å^2^, respectively. In all cases, regardless of the charge state of precursor, reduction has occurred to a product with four charges with similar ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~. The transition of 6+ to 4+ shows the intermediate 5+ as having a slightly larger ^TW^CCS~N2→He~, but within standard error, than that of the exposed 5+ ion (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the 4+ ion in the presence of radicals and originating from the charge reduction of higher charge states (6+ and 5+) shows identical ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ within error. All ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ values are shown in Supplementary Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The lack of further compaction is evidence against reduction of any of the three disulfide bonds present in BPTI, since this would likely decrease the ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ of the protein ion allowing tighter packing (for low charge states at least). This is somewhat surprising, since disulfide bond cleavage upon exposure to electrons and radical anions in the gas phase is well reported \[[@CR64]--[@CR66]\].Figure 1Properties of proteins used in this study: (**a**) bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI), and (**b**) bovine beta-casein. BPTI serves as a model for a rigid structure whereas beta-casein represents a flexible system. Indicated are the molecular weight, isoelectric point (pI), acidic (red) and basic (green) residues, net charge, post-translational modifications, and disulphide bridges. Disulphide bridges in BPTI are shown in yellow in the crystal structure (5PTI) Figure 2Mass spectra (**a**), (**c**), (**e**) and corresponding travelling wave collision cross-section distributions, ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ (**b**), (**d**), (**f**) of exposed precursors and their charge-reduced products for 10 μM BPTI sprayed from a solution of 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7. Positively charged BPTI ions are generated via nanoelectrospray ionization and exposed to radical anions of 1,3-dicyanobenzene in the trap region of a Synapt G2 Si ion mobility mass spectrometer; *m*/*z* selected BPTI ions are reduced after which precursor and products are mobility separated and the arrival time measured from which the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ is determined. (**a**) Mass spectrum and corresponding (**b**) ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ of exposed \[M + 4H\]^4+^ precursor of BPTI. (**c**) Mass spectrum showing the exposed \[M + 5H\]^5+^ precursor and its first charge-reduced product with corresponding ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ (**d**). (**e**) Mass spectrum showing the exposed \[M + 6H\]^6+^ precursor and two charge-reduced products with corresponding ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ (**f**). The inset in (**d**) and (**f**) show the expanded region from 625 to 1125 Å^2^ Figure 3Plot showing the charge state versus the collision cross-section (^TW^CCS~N2→He~) of BPTI where ions are generated via nanoESI ionization and sprayed from 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7. The unexposed precursors, nanoESI generated ions, \[M + 6H\]^6+^, \[M + 5H\]^5+^, and \[M + 4H\]^4+^, are represented by open black circles. Ions exposed to radical anions are represented by open circles of different colors: red - \[M + 6H\]^6+^, dark yellow - \[M + 5H\]^5+^, grey - \[M + 4H\]^4+^. Charge-reduced products are shown in the same color as the precursor from which they originate but represented by solid dots

The isotopic distribution of the nESI-generated ions and product ions up to two reductions is shown in Supplementary Figure [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The molecular weight measured does not indicate that the disulfides have been reduced during ESI. Supplementary Figure [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}a shows the isotopic distribution generated for the \[M + 4H\]^4+^ ion. This fits to a theoretical distribution shown in solid black dots. The first charge-reduced product originating from the \[M + 5H\]^5+^ precursor fits a theoretical isotopic distribution for the ETnoD product, \[M + 5H\]^4+^ (Supplementary Figure [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}b, open circles). Similarly, the second charge-reduced product originating from the \[M+6H\]^6+^ precursor matches well to the theoretical isotopic distribution for the ETnoD product, \[M + 6H\]^5+^ (Supplementary Figure [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}c, open circles). This indicates that the predominant reaction responsible for charge reduction is electron transfer from the radical anion to the protonated precursor.

Gas-Phase Stability of BPTI in the Trap SRIG of a Travelling Wave Instrument Assessed by CIU {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next set about probing the stability of this compact BPTI conformer using collision-induced unfolding. In previous work, Shelimov et al. performed collisional heating of BPTI by raising the injection energy in the source region of an IM-MS instrument before ion mobility measurements, and reported no significant change in the drift time distributions \[[@CR25]\]. Since the instrumental conditions setup under which the latter work was undertaken are different from this study, it is of interest to us to assess the stability of BPTI in the gas phase under our instrumental conditions. The gas-phase stability of BPTI is assessed by collision-induced unfolding experiments. Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}a and b show the results of these experiments for the \[M + 5H\]^5+^ and \[M + 6H\]^6+^ ions of BPTI. A single peak for both charge states is observed as the collision voltage is increased up until 30 V, indicative of the retention of a compact conformer. At 35 V (lab frame CE) there is a broadening of the ATD and the appearance of another species with a later arrival time indicative of an unfolded form. \[M + 6H\]^6+^ is activated to a single unfolded form at the maximum collision voltage (55 V) used in these experiments (Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}a-left), whereas the \[M + 5H\]^5+^ species show the appearance of three unfolded forms with same (lab frame) energy input (Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}b-left). The corresponding mass spectra for each ATD at each collision voltage is shown to the right of Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. For both charge states, above a collision voltage of 35 V fragment ions appear corresponding to dehydrated forms of each precursor. The extracted ATDs for the activated dehydrated peaks of the \[M + 6H\]^6+^ precursor are shown in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The collisionally activated forms are shown for collision voltages 40--55 V as the appearance of an extended form is distinct from 40 V (Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}b -- left) and the appearance of a dehydrated form of the precursor is also clearly evident in the corresponding mass spectrum (Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}b -- right). In Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the ATD of the nESI generated form (no activation) showing the single compact conformer is shown in grey. The collisionally activated forms for collision voltages 40--55 V are shown in solid black lines, as the energy increases the arrival time of the protein increases. More of the extended form is seen for the dehydrated species (extracted ATDs for the loss of one, two, and three water molecules are seen in dashed lines colored black, blue, and red, respectively). Dehydration of peptides and proteins is a common occurrence in the gas phase of a mass spectrometer, in most cases upon collisional activation \[[@CR67]\]. This work shows that dehydration also destabilizes the protein with respect to the intact form indicating that the water has been lost from a stabilizing interaction, likely between an acidic group and a proton.Figure 4Collision induced unfolding (CIU) of the \[M + 6H\]^6+^ ion of BPTI. Arrival time distributions (ATDs) for the nonactivated and activated plus dehydrated forms of of BPTI are shown. Upon collisional activation with collision voltage 40--55 V, an enhancement in the abundance of the more extended structure is seen with further enhancement upon dehydration, in constrast to ETnoD experiments where the compact conformer is retained after and up to two reductions

Charge Reduction of the Intrinsically Disordered Beta-Casein {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------

The nESI mass spectrum of beta casein sprayed from 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7, shows a multimodal distribution of charge states with 9 ≤ *z* ≤ 28 for \[M + zH\]^z+^. (Supplementary Figure [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) as reported previously \[[@CR11]\]. This comprises conformational families with ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ 2991 ± 82 Å^2^ for the \[M + 12H\]^12+^ to 5638 ± 113 Å^2^ for the \[M + 25H\]^25+^ (Supplementary Figure [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This wide range is correlated to many dynamic unstructured forms of beta casein in solution \[[@CR68]\]. In solution, beta casein has a high net charge (--13 at pH 6.6) \[[@CR69]\] and is amphipathic, which is attributed to the uneven distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues with a high charge density on the N-terminus. (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Its charged side chains are 5 histidines and 5 phosphoserines, all which are deprotonated in solution at pH 7 \[[@CR70]\]. It has an isoelectric point of 4.5 and a net protonated charge of --22 in aqueous solutions of sodium chloride in the pH range 5.5--10.5 \[[@CR71]\]. The high number of charged groups, coupled with the lack of tertiary structure, is indicative of the possibility of a wide conformational spread.

The ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ from charge states 12 ≤ *z* ≤ 25 reveal a sharp transition from the compact unimodal form for \[M + 12H\]^12+^, to multiple conformers for 13 ≤ *z* ≤ 18, reverting to unimodal forms at higher charge states, 19 ≤ *z* ≤ 25 presenting more narrow ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ (Supplementary Figure [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). De la Mora derived an empirical relationship, which gives the upper limit of charge that a globular protein can hold and is oftentimes used to indicate the boundary at which a protein transitions from a globular (ideally spherical) structure to partially folded structures \[[@CR72]\]. This relationship is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {Z}_R $$\end{document}$ equals 12. This correlates with our measured ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ in the transition from a compact conformer to partially folded states with multiple conformers -- the order to disorder transition (Supplementary Figures [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

We investigate here the effect of charge on the structure of beta casein as we reduce the net charge via electron transfer from radical anions. In order to best report on the conformational change, each charge state of beta casein is individually *m*/*z*-selected and exposed to radical anions in the trap SRIG of the instrument. We divide the charge state distribution into three regions, low (9+ to 12+), intermediate (13+ to 18+), and high (19+ to 28+), and compare the conformational change in each region as the charge is systematically reduced on individual ions. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between charge state and collision cross-section for beta casein cations (reduced and unreduced). The nESI generated precursors, unexposed to radical anions, are shown in black open circles. The corresponding ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ previously mentioned are shown in Supplementary Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Ions exposed to radical anions are shown in open circles whereas their charge-reduced products are shown in solid colored dots of the same color as the precursor. For example, the exposed 23+ ion and its four charge-reduced products are represented as an open green circle and solid green dots, respectively. We cannot confirm whether charge reduction is predominantly attributable to electron transfer from radical anion to protein or proton transfer from the protein to the radical anion, as we are unable to detect both precursor and product ions with isotopic resolution. Instead, we observed broad mass spectral peaks with many salt adducts regardless of charge state. This is a common occurrence for some IDPs as they possess a greater number of charged residues giving a higher tendency for adduct formation by charged groups paring with available salts in comparison with a structured protein. In addition, the heterogeneity of beta casein due to the presence of phosphorylated residues (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) will also contribute to broad mass spectral peaks.Figure 5Plot showing the charge state versus collision cross-section (^TW^CCSD~N2→He~) of beta casein sprayed from 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7 for ions generated via nanoESI ionization (precursors unexposed to ETD reagent), ions exposed to the ETD reagent (radical anions of 1,3-dicyanobenzene) in the trap SRIG of a travelling wave ion mobility mass spectrometer, and their charge-reduced products. The unexposed precursors, with charge states ranging from 12+ to 25+ are represented by open black circles. Exposed precursors are represented by open circles of different colors, whereas their corresponding products are displayed in solid dots of same color. Compaction and structural rearrangement depends upon different charge state regimes: low, intermediate, and high. The inset shows an expanded view for intermediate charge states

Comparison of the Collision Cross-Section Distributions (^TW^ CCSD~N2→He~) for Specific Charge States of the Disordered Beta Casein {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Low and High Charge States {#Sec11}

In the case of lower charge states, we see some compaction *cf*. of the nESI form in the presence of radical anions. As an example, the 12+ ion before and after exposure to radical anions is compared along with its charge-reduced form originating from the 13+ (Figure [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). There is a slight decrease in the width of the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ of the 12+ upon exposure to radicals; however, the mean ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ is within error of that reported for the nESI generated ion. We cannot compare the reduced 12+ form originating from any other precursor as there is (interestingly) no reduction to the 12+ ion from any higher charged precursor ion (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The nESI-generated 12+ ion has a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 2991 ± 82 Å^2^, whereas that of the exposed form is centered at 3072 ± 53 Å^2^. By comparison, the 12+ reduced form originating from the 13+ precursor (3345 ± 59 Å^2^ and 3804 ± 1 Å^2^) has a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 3358 ± 2 Å^2^. Of note is the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ of the 13+ precursor with two overlapping conformers, which are converted to one on single reduction to the 12+ ion; noteworthy is that the reduced 12+ has a larger ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ than the nESI generated 12+. Overall, the lower charge states, (12+ and 11+) undergo only up to two reductions compared with higher charge states where we are able to see up to four reductions under the same experimental conditions (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 6Collision cross-section distributions (^TW^CCSD~N2→He~) of the \[M + 12H\]^12+^ and \[M+ 21 H\]^21+^ ions (representative of low and high charge states) of beta casein, a disordered protein. Ions were generated from electrospraying out of ammonium acetate, pH 7. The ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ shown represent unexposed precursors (No reagent), the result of exposure of these same ions to radical anions (+Reagent), and their products of the same charge originating from different precursors and obtained by charge reduction

The degree of structural rearrangement in unfolded forms of beta casein (higher charge states) is small in magnitude relative to the number of charge reductions seen (Figures [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6b](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the 24+ charge state, which in the presence of radical anions (shown by a solid wine colored dot in Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) transitions from a distribution with a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 5528 ± 54 Å^2^ to 5376 ± 45 Å^2^ after four reductions. The 21+ transitions from a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 5341 ± 1 Å^2^ to 5168 ± 39 Å^2^ also after four reductions. An examination of the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ for the 21+ originating from three different precursors (22+, 23+, and 24+) is shown in Figure [6b](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The 21+ precursor unexposed and exposed to radical anions have ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 5375 ± 48 Å^2^ and 5341 ± 1 Å^2^, respectively. The charge-reduced products with a charge of 21+, originating from the 22+ (5455 ± 1 Å^2^), 23+ (5554 ± 102 Å^2^), and 24+ (5528 ± 55 Å^2^), have ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 5341 ± 1 Å^2^, 5409 ± 1 Å^2^, and 5409 ± 95 Å^2^, respectively. The distributions for 24+, 23+, and 22+ precursors slightly shift to lower ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ upon reduction to the 21+. The same is true for other higher charge states representing extended structures (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Although we see a decrease in the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ for higher charge states, it is not as dramatic a change (compaction and structural rearrangement) as that reported for intermediate charge states, *vide infra*, indicative that there are not enough noncovalent interactions in the unfolded forms to facilitate any collisional compaction and that Coulombic repulsion still dominates the conformations (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

### Intermediate Charge States {#Sec12}

Intermediate charge states show the most interesting behavior compared with the low and high charge states. We see both reduction in ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ and rearrangement (but no charge-reduced product with a larger ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ than its precursor); we attribute this to the conformational flexibility of these states, which appear as an intermediate between the Coulombic forces that dictate the structures of these ions in the gas phase, as indicated by the presence of multiple conformers (Supplementary Figure [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We exemplify this with the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ of the 14+ and 18+ precursors and the reduced form of these ions originating from higher charge states (Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The nESI-generated 14+ ion (Figure [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) show a broad conformational spread with multiple conformers that are poorly resolved and peaks at 3940±32 Å^2^. Upon exposure to radical anions, we see a narrowing of the ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ to a single peak with a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 3873 ± 1 Å^2^. We have observed this before and attributed this to collisional cooling and ion--ion interactions \[[@CR47]\]. The nESI 15+ shows a broad distribution with multiple conformers that are poorly resolved, with a main peak at 3957 ± 68 Å^2^. The charge-reduced 14+ originating from the 15+ precursor shows a more narrow distribution than the nESI 14+ with a peak centered at 3895 ± 32 Å^2^ and a shoulder to its right. Similarly, the charge-reduced 14+ originating from the 16+ precursor (^TW^CCS~N2→He~ peaks at 4093 ± 36 Å^2^ and 4658 ± 36 Å^2^) peaks at 3993 ± 21 Å^2^ with a shoulder to its right. Once again the reduced 14+ shows a more narrow distribution than the nESI 14+.Figure 7Collision cross-section distributions (^TW^CCSD~N2→He~) of the \[M + 14H\]^14+^ and \[M + 18H\]^18+^ of beta casein generated from electrospraying out of ammonium acetate, pH 7. The ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ shown represent unexposed precursors  (No reagent), the result of exposure of these same ions to radical anions (+Reagent), and ions of the same charge originating from different precursors and obtained by charge reduction

Our second intermediate charge state example is the 18+ ion and the reduced forms originating from higher charge state precursors (Figure [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The nESI generated ion for the 18+ charge state of beta casein shows two conformers with ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 4230 ± 1 Å^2^ and 5097 ± 1 Å^2^. Upon exposure to radical anions, we see significant compaction and rearrangement with a broad ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ and multiple conformers. The 19+, 20+, 21+, and 22+ precursors (grey in each of the bottom four traces in Figure [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) all present as single conformers with ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ centered at 5198 ± 1 Å^2^, 5279 ± 1 Å^2^, 5375 ± 48 Å^2^, and 5455 ± 1 Å^2^. The ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ of each of these precursors decreases as they reduce to the 18+ form (Figures [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ of the reduced 18+ in each instance is broad and multimodal. When the 21+ ion (^TW^CCS~N2→He~ 5375 ± 48 Å^2^) undergoes three reductions, it is significantly altered to a ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~ with maxima at 3276 ± 123 Å^2^, 5213 ± 18 Å^2^ (Figure [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

The conformational rearrangement of the intermediate charge states of beta casein upon reduction indicates that there are significant numbers of intramolecular interactions that can alter as the net charge is reduced, allowing the protein to readily access new conformations. This contrasts with the behavior of cytochrome *c* and myoglobin, sprayed from a denaturing solvent, reported in our previous publication \[[@CR47]\], and with the rigid BPTI herein (Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the plasticity of the conformational landscape for this IDP. Further, this suggests that salt bridge rearrangement or new salt bridges could occur during the desolvation process, post-activation and post-charge reduction, a phenomenon recently suggested by Loo et al. and Zhang and Vachet \[[@CR73], [@CR74]\].

### Charge Reduction -- Structured Versus Disordered {#Sec13}

This study is an extension of our previous work where we examined the change in conformation upon charge reduction of two globular proteins, cytochrome *c* and myoglobin, in both aqueous salt and denaturing conditions \[[@CR47]\]. Our major findings in the latter study was conformer-selective reactivity; a depletion of the compact conformer for all charge states was seen when exposed to radical anions. There is precedent for this in the literature where a depletion in the abundance of compact and partially folded conformers of protonated ubiquitin ions occurred upon charge stripping when exposed to bases in the gas phase \[[@CR75]\]. Our observations were the same regardless of charge state, a single exception being for a low charge state of cytochrome *c*, sprayed from aqueous salt, where compaction in the radical product \[M + 7H\]^6+•^ formed from the \[M + 7H\]^7+^ is observed. This is the basis of the current study where we sought to explore compaction upon charge reduction in relation to conformational flexibility. Overall reduction in charge of BPTI results in a reduction in the ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ to single conformers that resemble unreduced forms of the same charge (Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) as we saw for cytochrome *c* and myoglobin under native conditions. We infer that upon electron transfer reduction relieves local repulsion (6+ → 5+ → 4+) to produce a final structure resembling that of the nESI ion of same charge. Interestingly, when we collisionally activate BPTI, dehydrated forms of the gas-phase molecule extend more readily, suggesting that the water loss has disrupted a stabilizing contact (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

The behavior of the unstructured beta casein upon charge reduction is not as clear-cut. Upon systematic reduction of the charge state, we probe the role that charge--charge interactions play in maintaining conformational families of unstructured proteins (Figures [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The highest number of reductions (4) occur with the highest charge states but these are not accompanied by any significant change in conformation. This indicates that Coulombic repulsion still dominates the gas-phase conformations and that the noncovalent interactions are too few to enable any collision-induced coalescence of the protein on removal of one or more charged site.

Lower charge states show at most two reductions in charge and some slight reduction in ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The greatest effect is for intermediate charge states where collapse to compact states as well as structural rearrangement is seen. For these intermediate charge state structures, there are multiple ways in which a structure can be arranged once a neutralizing contact is disrupted via charge reduction. We propose that this is indicative of substantial restructuring of this flexible unstructured molecule, imparted by a change in the electrostatics along with other noncovalent interactions.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

In this study, we monitor the change in gas-phase structure of the rigid BPTI and the conformationally dynamic beta casein as a function of charge where different charge states are representative of different degrees of compactness or disorder. We report the change in conformation as each charge state of each protein undergoes reduction upon exposure to radical anions of 1,3-dicyanobenzene. For the conformationally restricted BPTI, regardless of the precursor ion, reduction results in a smaller unimodal ^TW^CCSD~N2→He~. An indication of the influence of charged group interactions is provided by our CIU data where the dehydrated forms of BPTI unfold more readily, which may be explained by water loss from an acidic side chain (or the C terminus) interacting with a proton.

In contrast, the intrinsically disordered protein beta casein shows charge state-dependent conformational change upon exposure to radical anions and reduction in charge. Partially folded conformers (intermediate charge states) of beta casein exhibit high conformational flexibility upon reduction in charge, whereby reduction of the mean ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ is accompanied by significant conformational rearrangement. More extended structures (higher charge states) show compaction upon charge reduction to ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ comparable to those measured from ions generated from nESI, whereas low charge states reduce in ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ but sometimes with ^TW^CCS~N2→He~ larger than those measured for the nESI forms and with the formation of multiple conformers.

The ease with which the conformation of both proteins can alter upon reaction strikes a cautionary note in that such processes readily occur in electrospray. Overall, this study illustrates the ease with which conformations can be manipulated for beta casein, an intrinsically dynamic protein, by altering its net charge, and most interestingly that a number of very different conformations can be found for a given charge state for beta casein, versus a much narrower landscape for the structured BPTI.

Future studies will demonstrate whether these effects are inherent to intrinsically disordered proteins or whether the protein's sequence is the primary cause for such effects. Investigations will include effects of protein size, isoelectric point (pI), post-translational modifications and charged groups, solution conditions that affect structural stability, and the effect of different charge-reducing reagents (both proton and electron transfer reagents) on conformation.
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